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(Keynote 1) “Textual Heritage”: Déjà-vu or Catalyst for History Making and Writing? 
Wiebke Denecke (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA) 
 
What work can the notion of “textual heritage” do for us that no other concept has done so far 
and that needs urgent attention? 
Throughout history the heritageization of texts has been studied (and effected) by a wide range of 
knowledge fields, including philology (textual criticism, commentarial literature, comparative 
philology and translation), literary and cultural studies (canonization processes, literary (and other 
text-based) historiography, and library sciences (preservation, transmission and dissemination, 
book studies) to name but a few. To make things more difficult, many historians and humanists 
have so far engaged little with heritage studies. This is in part due to skepticism over the presentist 
gaze of heritage studies on the past, their case-study-based and social-science-oriented 
methodologies, the politicization of heritage in the form of hegemonic heritage discourses such as 
the Memory of the World Programme, and, not the least, the commercial motivations of the 
heritage industry and tourism that fuel the study of heritage and cast a shadow over heritage as a 
productive category of legitimate knowledge pursuit with academic integrity.  
The central question of this lecture is therefore: how specifically can “textual heritage” actually 
add to our study and understanding of the past? I focus on three aspects: how “textual heritage” is 
both a symptom and potential catalyst for our currently changing historical consciousness and 
“historical culture” (Geschichtskultur); how it could leverage a stronger vertical integration of the 
study of texts and their societal impact, from the physical objects and ideological and institutional 
mechanisms of transmission, to the minds of historical actors who shape history, and the minds of 
succeeding generations who shape views on history; and how it could enable a self-consciously 
self-reflexive, microhistorical historiography sensitive to present relevance that could complement 
newer forms of historical study such as global history, entangled history, and memory studies.  
Ultimately the lecture attempts to show what value heritage studies can bring to the interpretive 
humanities in today’s societies and to the discipline and global writing of history. 
 
 
 



(Keynote 2) Myth, reality and revelation: tracing a biography of textual heritage on Dartmoor 
David C. Harvey (Aarhus University, Denmark)  
 
Abstract: This paper explores the nexus between the folk heritage of an unusual archaeological 
site, an early modern account of ‘ball lightning’, and the literary construction of an affective 
atmosphere. The paper examines how a violent storm on Dartmoor (SW England) in October 1638 
provided a symbolic reservoir for textual narrative accounts both of God’s vengeance and the 
Devil’s trickery, thereby providing lessons for civil conduct alongside explanations of some unusual 
features in the landscape. Tracing a biographical life history of how the storm was narrated and 
memorialised through text at different periods, the paper charts how a textual heritage of 
landscape and place can unfold over several centuries. 
 
 
 
Renga revival movements in contemporary Japan - What do they teach us about ‘textual 
heritage’? 
Heidi Buck-Albulet (Hamburg University, Germany) 
 
This paper addresses the question of how the centuries-old cultural practice of renga (‘linked 
verse’) has survived to the present day. 
A genre of poetry created in groups, renga was at the edge of extinction at the turn of the 
nineteenth to the twentieth century and only continued to be practiced in one small parish in 
Kyūshū. In the 1980s, a revival movement was launched with the result that circles have been 
newly established or revived in many parts of Japan. 
Neither the history of this revival movement nor the poetry of contemporary circles have yet been 
addressed in research. Almost as little attention has been paid to written artefacts (manuscripts) 
as the material part of renga poetry. 
Based on data collected during a field trip in 2018 to Japan and materials subsequently acquired, 
the key topics discussed will be: What measures have been and are taken by whom to revive and 
spread the practice of renga again? How do these measures fit into a general frame of cultural 
heritage policies on the national, local, and individual levels? 
Renga is a complex phenomenon. Analyzing it for aspects of ‘heritage’ must therefore address at 
least four areas: 1) the poetry (the text), 2) the process of composing (the performance), 3) the 
writing surface (material basis), and 4) the cultural setting that frames the former three. Classical 
renga requires from participants of the circles a range of skills and techniques: The poems are 
written in classical Japanese using historical orthography. A host of poetic rules defines which 
topic may be taken up at which part of the text. The settings may range from monthly meetings 
for exercise purposes to sessions performed within religious festivals. Written artefacts come in 
great variety in contemporary renga: as handwritten notes, printed editions and also in digital 
formats. Calligraphic copies following historical precedent are made for aesthetic reasons or in 
religious settings in order to offer them to a deity in a votive ceremony at a shrine or temple. 
Written artefacts thus open a space for preservation and transmission of skills such as writing with 
a brush and using historical forms of Kanji and Kana. I will present some manuscripts and print 
products to discuss how closely they follow the historical models. 
In keeping with the aim of the symposium, some considerations will also be added on whether and 
to what extent the category of ‘heritage’ is suitable to describe the renewal movement, their 
actors, and the objects of their endeavors. 
 



 
 
Textualization and cultural heritage in the Pyramid Texts: the project ‘Ancient Egyptian / Italian 
Dictionary’  
Emanuele M. Ciampini – Francesca Iannarilli (Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, Italy) 
 
In linguistic anthropology the notion of ‘text’ has been widely discussed during the last century, 
and particular attention has been given to the locally defined social context and the historical 
dimension in which a text can be produced and received (Hanks 1989). 
A distinctive case study in the topic of ‘textualization’ is offered by ancient Egyptian funerary 
corpora, written in hieroglyphic script, that represented a fundamental instrument for the 
preservation of cultural memory. We here focus on a specific corpus, the Pyramid Texts, dated to 
the end of the Third Millennium BC that, after its original use in the royal pyramids, starts 
spreading in private contexts at the beginning of the Second Millennium BC. 
Thinking of ‘textualization’ as the circumstance when a text comes into existence, or “how a work 
of verbal art may become a literary text” (Engler 1991), the advent of the Pyramid Texts during the 
Old Kingdom represents a crucial moment for the writing-history of Egypt, monumentalizing a 
ritual script and transforming it into a “permanent, ideational representation” (Hays 2012). Such 
an interpretation of the corpus depends on its own nature consisting of graphic signs (markers) 
used as performative icons. This feature of the inscriptions is not a bare formal aspect, but rather 
the materialization of the creative word; we are dealing with a preliminary step in the growth of 
the concept of “text” (according to its nature connected with the librarian culture: Assmann 1997), 
because the result of the process is not a textual tradition, but an “effective” writing. 
At the end of the Old Kingdom several sequences of Pyramid formulas appear on Middle Kingdom 
coffins and the high degree of adaptation of this corpus produces a variegation of textual patterns, 
generating innovative graphic and semantic forms, fitting into new contexts. 
This presentation intends to introduce the Ca’ Foscari Venezia - Istituto per l’Oriente C.A. Nallino 
joined project for an Ancient Egyptian / Italian Dictionary, especially based on Pyramid and Coffin 
Texts, i.e., the funerary corpus that emerged in the elite burials of the Middle Kingdom (first half 
of the Second Millennium BC); the two corpora show their potentiality both in conveying a 
millennial textual tradition and modifying their own shape and structure when a re-
(con)textualization is required: medium of this process is the graphic system, which allows us to 
recognize the use of the writing as meta-language in the construction of the message, as 
confirmed by the use of some specific categories of signs (above all, the taxograms / 
determinatives). 
 
 
 
Representing the Sound of “Sound” in a Korean Poem—An Exploration of What Might Count as 
Textual Heritage and How We Might Study It 
Wayne de Fremery (Sogang University, Korea) 
 
The English word heritage is etymologically associated with the idea of inheritance. The 
contemporary Korean word yusan (유산 遺産), which can be taken as a rough equivalent, suggests 
heritage has something to do with what is left over or left behind (yu 遺 ), with what follows or 
comes next (san 産). Pertinent to discussions about what might count as textual heritage, the 
second half of the compound that comprises the Korean word for heritage (san 産) also suggests 



what “is brought about,” “produced,” or “given birth to.” I will suggest that textual heritage might 
be taken to mean the exploration of what has been inherited as text—the texts and objects that 
have been “left over” or “left behind.” I will also suggest that textual heritage can be understood 
to include what texts and textual objects “bring about” and “give birth to.” If textual heritage can 
be conceived in these terms, then an older, somewhat out-of-favor discipline called bibliography 
can provide a variety of productive theoretical and practical tools for investigating the ways that 
texts are produced, circulated, and used in various cultural and historical contexts. To suggest how 
bibliography might contribute to discussions of textual heritage, I will introduce a few key 
definitions of bibliography from the European, Anglo-American, and East Asian traditions. To 
ground my discussion of bibliography’s potential usefulness, I will present a bibliographical 
analysis of a literary text called “Pun ŏlgol (Powdered Face)” by the Korean poet Kim So-wŏl as it 
has been inherited in print and digital forms. To explore the limits of textual heritage as a concept 
and bibliography as a means for studying it, my analysis of Kim’s poem will focus on the various 
ways that the word “sound” has been represented orthographically in instantiations of Kim’s 
poem. A discussion of how the sound of the word “sound” has been represented in printed 
instances of Kim’s poem and the ways that it might be reiterated in other media forms usefully 
illuminates a boundary often drawn between what might be thought of as textual and aural 
inheritances. A discussion of the digital code needed to represent “sound” in Kim’s poem when it 
is expressed as a digital text by contemporary platforms usefully illuminates another boundary, 
the one often placed between the abstractions of digital textuality and the physical materiality of 
what is printed as text, made manifest to the eyes on a screen, or made available to the ear by 
means of digital devices rattling the air. By enabling encounters with these boundaries, this 
presentation will, I can hope, facilitate a discussion about how textual heritage as a framework for 
considering textual inheritance may transgress or reinforce these boundaries. 
 
 
 
Cancioneros: North African Judeo-Spanish songbooks 1761 - 2021 
Vanessa Paloma Duncan-Elbaz (INALCO Sorbonne Paris Cité, France) 
 
Since the 18th century Judeo-Spanish men and women throughout the Mediterranean basin have 
notated songs they want to remember or transmit in personal songbooks. These songbooks were 
created for both personal use and transmission to their descendants. This paper will show the initial 
findings from a larger project that maps Western and Eastern Judeo-spanish songbooks of the 
Mediterranean. Focusing on the material from North Africa and Gibraltar and conclusions regarding 
the intellectual heritagization through transmission, encoding and absorption of textual and melodic 
elements, this paper will focus on the theoretical question of textual heritage in relation to variants 
from oral tradition that appear throughout these texts. As Bernard Cerquiglini (1989) states in 
'Léloge de la variante' the variants present throughout the heritagization of texts, such as these 
personal manuscripts written by both men and women from the late 18th century until the early 
21st century, help the scholar trace local, temporal and mental spaces of heritagization. A distinct 
difference also appears when taking a closer look between the songbooks notated by men and those 
notated by women. Men’s songbooks appear earlier, due to their access to education centuries 
before women. When women’s songbooks appear, the repertoire they choose to engage with 
respond to localised social, cultural and communal needs. This gender aspect has not even been 
alluded to in any of the previous scholarship, begging both a theoretical and methodological 
question of the response to gendered variants and methods of textual transmission during this 
period. The porousness of repertoire found within these private books which function as objects of 



orality demonstrate the continued absorption and interpenetration of language and cultural 
references during various centuries of this community’s heritage building. Songbooks served as 
cultural reminders of the layered identities that Judeo-Spanish speakers sought to preserve. While 
keeping traditional repertoire, the writers of these songbooks simultaneously absorbed important 
elements from their surroundings, demonstrating a multiplicity of cultural codes that coexist 
dynamically. This continual construction of their seemingly opposing roles as preservers and 
innovators of repertoire breaks all attempts at strict regionalism, while ensuring that certain 
traditional specificities remain untouched and unchanged. My paper will map out of the patterns of 
textual repertoire heritagization by both men and women in the North African Judeo-Spanish 
community, and provide an example of the maintenance of identity and group specificity even after 
diaspora and emigration. 
 
 
 
Digital Strategies for the Decanonisation of Textual Heritage 
Franz Fischer (Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, Italy) 
 

The heritagisation of texts is commonly performed by means of canonisation. Works are selected 
in order to establish a canon of texts representing some specific cultural context; canonical text 
versions are established in scholarly editions by applying literary and textual criticism. In contrast, 
digital heritagization of texts can be performed by means of de-canonisation. Digital corpora of texts 
can be created without the necessity of prior exclusion of individual works or versions. Instead, even 
neglected and supposedly less important works can be included, and the plurality of textual versions 
and layers can be represented from various perspectives. As a consequence, tools and strategies 
need to be developed that enable readers to engage in meaningful ways with an increasing amount 
of textual heritage data. While in the past we had to focus on an authoritative selection of canonical 
texts and documents that are one-dimensional and single-layered, today scholars and common 
readers are able to engage with textual heritage in all its dimensions as complex, diverse, multi-
layered, multi-dimensional artifacts, critically represented in digital scholarly editions and large 
digital corpora that are more open, easier to share and connect.  

In my talk I will illustrate some theoretical implications of the concept of textual heritage and 
provide an overview of methods and formats developed in digital scholarship for preserving, 
analysing and making accessible literary text and historical documents in order to discuss digital 
strategies for the decanonisation of textual heritage. 
 
 
 
From Text to Stone to Flesh: Intangible Translations in the Dancing Gaṇá of Chalukyan Art 
Gayathri Iyer (Jawaharlal Nehru University, India) 
 
The performativity of architecture is a crucial component to forming an interdisciplinary 
understanding of Indian art- one that equally prioritizes text, image and movement. This paper will 
examine figures that are considered marginalia in temple architecture known as gaṇás. The 
overwhelming amount of dancing gaṇás, especially in Chalukyan art has provided a justifiable reason 
to investigate the dance of the gaṇá as a type of iconography in itself. The dance of the gaṇá works 
towards the ideological framework of līla and thus provides us with a well-thought out textually 
consistent image vocabulary that indicates the sculptor’s knowledge of dance. The objectives of this 
paper are not only to demonstrate the consistency between text and image, but also to offer a sixth 



century reading of the concepts outlined in the ancient Sanskrit treatise on dramaturgy, the 
Nāṭyaśāstra. 
I wish to read dance sculptures in their own context; and with the awareness of the dangers of 
assuming that an earlier or later text may be only partially useful in determining what the gaṇás are 
trying to communicate. The Nāṭyaśāstra is the most helpful text in this endeavour, as it offers a 
complete catalogue of the different types of dance movements in the Indian mãrgi tradition. It is 
also a relevant text because most scholars agree that it dates between the second century B.C and 
the second century A.D., placing it definitively before all of the visual material in question. 
With the scholarly foundations developed by Kapila Vatsyayan, Alessandra Lopez y Roya, and Padma 
Subrahmanyam, this paper will examine sculptures of dance in temple spaces and the transience 
between the static and the dynamic in plastic and performing arts. How do visual elements of scale 
and fragmentation factor into the representation and communication of dance performance? Dance 
sculptures are not mere replicas, but detailed studies of the physicality of the dancing body. The 
paper will limit itself to the temples of the Badami Chalukyas, examining sites at Badami, Aihole and 
Pattadakal (with reference to contemporaneous art history) as case studies for different mappings 
of the dancing body, mindful of the codes mentioned in the Nāṭyaśāstra. 
This paper acknowledges two distinct texts- the sanskritic, hegemonic and canonical Nāṭyaśāstra 
which anchors much of the interpretation of the sculpted reality of the the temple space; contrasted 
with the text of dance which is being created by the gaṇá’s sculptural body. While the text only 
offers us a written account of gesture and posture, the intangible heritage of the temple space lies 
in the sculptor’s interpretation of these verses as embodied dance postures. These sculptures take 
on yet another dimension of meaning when dance practitioners attempt to interpret or reconstruct 
sequences from the static postures etched in stone. How many intangible meanings do these texts 
uncover? What are the ways in which we can understand sculpture as a repository of movement 
when examining the gaṇá figure. 
 
 
From Chanson to Uta. The Canonization of French Symbolist Poetry in Early 20 th Century Japan 
Isabelle Lavelle (Nihon University, Japan) 
 
Paper Abstract Paul Verlaine’s Chanson d’automne has been part of the Japanese textual heritage 
since Ueda Bin (1874 - 1916)’s first translation appeared in 1905 under the title Aki no uta. Despite 
being re-translated throughout the 20 th century by major author-translators such as Horiguchi 
Daigaku (1892 - 1981) or Kaneko Mitsuharu (1895 - 1975), the enduring popularity of the first 
translation means that the poem has managed to enter the Japanese collective memory. Perhaps 
unexpectedly for a French Symbolist poem, it has crossed the boundaries between “high” literature 
and popular culture, helped by the musicality of the source text perfectly adapted to the Japanese 
context by Ueda Bin. 
With this specific poem as a starting point, this paper examines the canonization of French Symbolist 
poetry in early 20 th century Japan. It approaches canonization as a complex process of construction 
that articulates with cultural imperialism, class, the popular/literary divide, institutional power 
struggles, and gender (Guillory, 1993: 5). It adopts as its theoretical framework world literature’s 
focus on the “new life” taken on by works of literature “as they move into the world at large” 
(Damrosch, 2003: 24). Following the hypothesis that “transmissive means” are also “transfigurative” 
(Gaonkar & Povinelli 2003: 392), translation is understood here as necessarily more than a purely 
linguistic transfer, in terms of transmission and displacement, as it entails inflected meanings 
according to the networks and contexts through which words circulate. It pays particular attention 
to the role of Ueda Bin’s anthology Kaichōon (The Sound of the Tide, 1905) as a decisive agent in 



shaping what Jordan A. Y. Smith calls the “translationscape” of early 20 th century Japan, the “global 
flows of language-based culture via translation that forms a selective, metonymic, partial picture of 
a ‘national culture’ for the target language community” (Smith 2017: 750). Ultimately, the paper 
aims to expand the understanding of textual translation by including musicality as a key feature and 
by considering its relevance from the perspective of the target country’s cultural identity. 
 
 
 
Notation of pitch and rhythm/meter in early tablature scores of Japanese ‘Tang music’ (tōgaku) 
Steven G. Nelson (Hosei University, Japan) 
 
Many extensive tablature scores for ensemble music of the Tang music/tōgaku repertory survive 
from ancient to medieval Japan. These include scores for four-stringed lute (biwa/pipa), five-
stringed lute (gogen/wuxian), transverse flute (ōteki/hengdi), thirteen-stringed zither (sō/zheng), 
mouthorgan (sheng/shō), and, from later years, reedpipe (hichiriki/piri). 
Since these notations are tablatures, the primary tablature signs for each instrument—defined as 
the tablature signs that indicate pitch either directly or indirectly—are essentially different. Even so, 
interinstrument connections between the various sets of primary tablature signs are indicative of 
their origins and reflect the histories of the instruments. In this paper, two lineages are identified: 

1. Four-stringed lute, mouthorgan and five-stringed lute: Based partially on Chinese 
numerals, primary tablature signs for these instruments imply a basic tuning for the four-stringed 
lute, and reflect the chronological gap between the development of the sets of tablature signs of 
the two lutes. 

2. Reedpipe, transverse flute and iron chime (hōkyō/fangxiang): It appears that the tablature 
signs for the larger version of the reedpipe, shared by the smaller version of the instrument 
(represented by the Japanese hichiriki), served as an approximate indicator of absolute pitch. 
Several tablature signs are shared by the transverse flute. The tablature signs for the large reedpipe 
formed the basis for Chinese gongche ⼯尺 notation, and their absolute pitch can be confirmed by 
reference to the names given to individual plates of the iron chime in Chinese and Japanese sources. 
In their notation of rhythm and meter, the early notations share a system of secondary tablature 
signs with several identifiable stages of development. In an earlier unpublished paper (2008), I made 
two hypotheses in this regard: 

1. The transformation of a marker (ʻbinary marker,ʼ after Marett 1977) delineating groups of 
two or multiples of two beats, from tei 丁 (whose reading is now revised to chō), through the 
abbreviated form of a single horizontal stroke ⼀, to the final form of an intracolumnar dot (i.e. a 
dot or small circle written into the vertical column of primary tablature signs). 

2. The invention in ca. 1100 of a method for notating complex melodic ornamentation by 
means of an extracolumnar dot (i.e. a dot added to the right of the vertical column, specifying single 
beats). 
In this paper, the discovery by one of my doctoral students (Nemoto 2020) of a rare transitional 
form (a dot in the position of the horizontal stroke) is introduced to reinforce the first hypothesis. A 
survey is also undertaken of extended applications made of the extracolumnar dot of the second 
hypothesis, most notably during the twelfth century, when the notations of ‘Tang music’ in Japan 
attained a high degree of prescriptivity. 
This paper critically appraises the seminal work of two Japanese scholars, Hayashi Kenzō and Kishibe 
Shigeo, and is strongly informed by the work of Laurence Picken et al. on ‘Tang music’ in Japanese 
notations. Although based on a comprehensive survey of the surviving notations, it also uses general 
and specialist texts written in Japanese, Chinese or hybrid Sino-Japanese. 


